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This volume (in both online and hardcopy editions) contains the Proceedings of an IUTAM Symposium, Topological
Fluid Mechanics II, held during the week 23-27 July 2012, at the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences,
Cambridge, UK; this was the ﬁrst of a series of four Workshops held within a six-month programme (July-December
2012) on the broader theme of Topological Dynamics in the Physical and Biological Sciences. A previous IUTAM
Symposium on this approach to ﬂuid mechanics had been held in Cambridge in 1989, when the subject was in
its infancy (Topological Fluid Mechanics, Eds: Moffatt H.K. & Tsinober, A 1990, Cambridge University Press).
Since then, the subject has evolved in a number of interesting directions, and the 2012 Symposium Topological
Fluid Dynamics II provided an opportunity for mathematicians and ﬂuid dynamicists to meet together in a congenial
atmosphere, and to take stock of the present state of the subject. Most of the lectures were video-recorded, and may
be viewed on the Newton Institute website at:
http://www.newton.ac.uk/programmes/TOD/todw01p.html
A selection of these lectures are included in these Proceedings, together with several presented as seminars during the
wider programme.
The following International Scientiﬁc Committee (ISC) was appointed in 2010 by the Bureau of IUTAM: Yoshi-
fumi Kimura (Nagoya University, Chair), Konrad Bajer (Warsaw University, Co-Chair), Hassan Aref (Virginia Tech),
Peter Constantin (Chicago University), Jean-Marc Chomaz (Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau), David Dritschel (St An-
drews University), Keith Moffatt (Cambridge University, Co-Chair), Timothy Pedley (Cambridge University, IUTAM
Bureau Representative).
It was with great sadness that the Committee learnt of the sudden death of Hassan Aref on 10th September 2011.
Hassan was a towering personality in our ﬁeld. We invited Morten Brøns to give a keynote ‘Aref Memorial Lecture’;
this he did on the subject Relative Equilibria of Point Vortices, a ﬁeld in which Hassan had been a leading ﬁgure and
had himself made pioneering advances. The resulting paper is the ﬁrst in these Proceedings. Aref’s former colleague
at Virginia Tech, Mark Stremler, is a co-author of this paper; he was also kind enough to take Aref’s place on the ISC,
with the approval of the Bureau of IUTAM. We fondly dedicate this volume of Proceedings to the memory of Hassan
Aref.
In an ideal ﬂuid, as recognised by Helmholtz and Kelvin 150 years ago, vortex lines are transported with the ﬂuid
and their topology is conserved for so long as the ﬁeld remains smooth; in particular, as we now know, the helicity
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of the ﬂow, providing a measure of the degree of linkage of vortex lines, is conserved. A central unsolved problem
concerns the question of whether the vorticity ﬁeld does remain smooth for all time under Euler evolution, or whether
(alternatively) ﬁnite-time singularities may develop. Three-dimensional vortex interactions lie at the heart of this
problem. Weak (viscous) diffusion modiﬁes the evolution, but does not necessarily suppress singularity formation.
Viscosity allows vortex reconnection and therefore change of topology; this process provides for the ﬁnite rate of
dissipation of energy in turbulence even in the limit of vanishing viscosity.
It was considerations of this kind, providing an obvious bridge between classical ﬂuid dynamics and elementary
topological concepts, that provided the initial motivation for the Symposium. The paper Knots and links in ﬂuid
mechanics by Enciso & Peralta-Salas (the second paper in this volume) nicely spans this bridge: they show essentially
that, given any link in R3, there exists a smooth Beltrami ﬂow, falling off to zero at inﬁnity, for which the link is
a set of vortex lines, a remarkable result given the severity of the Beltrami constraint. The lectures by Enciso and
Peralta-Salas set the stage for a range of lectures (Ricca, Maggioni, Gibbon, Kerr, Kudela, Luzzatto-Fegiz, Ohkitani,
Childress, Hormoz) concerned with knotted vortices, vortex interactions, and the associated, as yet unsolved, ﬁnite-
time singularity problem.
Hassan Aref had a particular interest in stirring and mixing, stemming from his pioneering 1984 paper Stirring
by chaotic advection1. Together with Philip Boyland and Mark Stremler, he published in the year 2000 a seminal
paper entitled Topological ﬂuid mechanics of stirring2, in which the essentials of Thurston-Neilson braid theory were
brought to bear upon the problem of two-dimensional stirring by periodic motion of stirring rods. This theory has
matured over the last decade, and three lectures summarising developments in this area (Boyland, Stremler, Thiffeault)
were included in the Symposium; and a further paper concerned with 2D stirring (Velasco Fuentes) is also included.
Six lectures (Khesin, Yoshida, Shnirelman, Sadowski, Mitsumatsu, Liu) were concerned with more mathematical
aspects of vortex dynamics; and a further eight (Kida, Kurganski, Meiburg, Fukumoto, Yahalom, Elimelech, Hattori,
Panagiotou) were concerned with applications in geophysics, stratiﬁed and barotropic ﬂow, aerodynamics, magneto-
hydrodynamics, and entanglement in polymer melts, all ﬁelds in which vorticity ﬁelds may have complex topological
structure. The resulting papers, reproduced in this volume, provide a good range of current investigations in this broad
ﬁeld of research, and it is hoped that the volume will encourage young mathematicians, both pure and applied, to take
up the many challenges that the subject offers.
There were 79 registered participants at the Symposium from 14 countries: UK 19, USA 15, Japan 10, Poland 6,
France 5, Spain 5, Russia 5, Germany 3, Italy 3, Israel 3, Canada 2, Australia 1, Brazil 1, Denmark 1. The photograph
above (by Sara Wilkinson) shows most of the participants during a sunny break between lectures. The Isaac Newton
Institute provided an ideal environment for informal interactions, and we are grateful to the Director and Staff of the
Institute for their tireless efforts to ensure the success of the meeting. We thank also Andy Burbanks for the poster
reproduced on the title page of this volume and Jason Cantarella for permission to use the knot diagram in this poster.
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